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FROM THE CAGE TO THE COUCH

A full-service facility offering a safe and clean environment for play,training and boarding.

30400 Lakeland Blvd., Wickliffe • 440-516-0510 • clubk9ofwickliffe.com

Daycare • Cage-free Boarding • Training • Pack Walks • EVENTS

Ask about our pooch & parent TRIPS to Put-in-Bay & The Cleveland Flea!
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BEHAVIOR

By VIRGINIA FRANCIS

What age dog should I get?
People often ask me: Should I get a puppy or an older dog? This is not
always an easy decision. Let's look at the advantages and disadvantages.
Puppies are cute, but a lot of work. They need to be trained. They need
lots of socialization with people and animals so they will feel comfortable
in our world. They need exercise. Puppies get into things. They go through
a chewing stage. Their teeth are like needles. They will have accidents in
the house. If you do adopt or buy a puppy, make sure you are ready to
accept all this, as well as him or her as an adult.

Adult or senior dog?

These choices are great for first-time dog owners. You don't have to
devote the time necessary to train, socialize and exercise like you do for
a puppy. Adult or senior dogs will love you the same as a puppy. Some
people feel the dog will live longer if they get it as a puppy. Sorry, no
guarantee! I had a male Rotty that only lived four years. Hopefully you
will have your dog a long time.

Do your homework; look at the breed you're getting. Will you be home

to take care of the dog you are getting, (whether it's young or old)? Make
sure you can afford a dog. The majority of surrendered dogs are between
five months and three years. According to studies, people with incomes
below $50,000 were significantly more likely to rehome due to cost and
housing issues.

Realize owning a dog is about a 12-year commitment, so do your research,
make an educated decision and be in it for the long haul.

Virginia Francis is the owner of Club K9 of Wickliffe.
She is a certified pet dog trainer, receiving her
credentials from National K-9 Learning Center in
Columbus. Virginia is also a Canine Good Citizen (CGC)
and Therapy Dog International (TDI) evaluator, and
is a member of the International Association of Canine
Professionals. Her personal pack includes four
Rottweilers and a Pocket Pit.
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B Y  J E N N I F E R  B A K E R

PREVENTING THE BACK-TO-SCHOOL BLUES

P R O D U C T S

Puzzle toys are
another great
way to entertain
your dog while working his brain. Made to
dispense small treats or kibble when they're
rocked or rolled a certain way, your dog will
enjoy solving the puzzle and getting the
rewards. West Paw and Planet Dog make puzzle
toys with varying levels of complexity. Nina

Ottoson toys from Outward Hound are another
good choice. At the Grateful Dog Bakery, we're
proud to carry these products, and can help you
make the right choice for your dog.

Jennifer Baker is owner of The Grateful Dog Bakery,
an all-natural dog and cat supply store featuring an
in-store bakery. She is the proud mom of four dogs,
three Golden Retrieves and one Standard Poodle. To
contact Jennifer, email news@gratefuldogbakery.com
or follow @gratefuldogbakery on Instagram.

As the lazy days of summer wind down and the bustle of back to school starts, don’t
forget about your furry family members. After having the kids home all summer,

dogs can get bored and lonely once school starts. Having a plan to keep them busy
can go a long way to prevent chewing and destruction of shoes and furniture.

A safe and healthy chew is a great
way to keep your dog entertained
and busy. While rawhide chews are
popular and widely available, they
are not very digestible and can

cause bowel
obstructions and other
problems. The Earth
Animal Company
makes No Hide Chews.
They look like rawhide,
but are made from meat

cartilage, brown rice
flour, olive oil and eggs, with several proteins

to choose from. They're safe and digestible, and will
keep your pup busy. Bully sticks are another good
alternative to rawhide. They're dried beef tendon and
very digestible.

If you added a puppy to your family
this summer, you may find he's not
quite potty trained once he isn't
spending as much time outside. The
Alzoo Company makes an
enzymatic urine cleaner, Pee B Gone,
that works on all biologic stains. It
eliminates both stain and odor, and
will help keep your pup from going
back to that spot. It's available in
three fragrances. Earth Rated, the
company that makes biodegradable
poop bags, also has an unscented
enzyme-based cleaner.

Nina Ottoson
Dog Twister

Planet Dog
Orbee Tuff
Snoop
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F E A T U R E

By Karen Uthe-Semancik
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We sat down with the 2017 #1
NFL Draft pick to find out more
about life off the gridiron with
his four-legged “son,” Gohan
Benjamin Garrett.

Let's talk about Gohan…

Q. What's the story behind Gohan's name?

A. Gohan is the name of my favorite
Dragonball Z character. (Dragonball Z is a
Japanese anime TV series and video game
franchise.) He is the son of the protagonist of
the show, Goku, so I found it fitting for my son
to be named after him.

Q. Why a Black German Shepherd?

A. I wanted a German Shepherd because of
their intelligence and loyalty. I decided to get
an all black German Shepherd once I realized
how rare and beautiful they are. Typically, all
black dogs aren't sought after because people
don't find them as appealing. So, Gohan
reflects my personality in the sense that we
are both unique and misunderstood. The
bond I've created with him is more than I could
have ever asked for.

Q. What's Gohan's favorite thing to do?

A. Gohan LOVES being outside. He will do
anything, from fetching sticks and tennis balls,
to playing soccer with me and the guys, to
jumping in the first body of water he can find.

Q. Favorite toy?

A. Favorite toy would probably be the soccer
ball or tennis ball. He will sit there and chew
on the tennis ball all day. Outside, he loves
playing defense and taking the soccer ball
from whoever has it. He loves squeaky
toys, too.

Q. Favorite treat?

A. Honestly, he loves treats equally; he's not
a picky pup. The doggy bacon strips or little
T-bone steaks are probably his top two
right now.

Let's talk about you as a dog owner…

Q. Why did you get a dog?

A. I've always loved animals. In fact, I'm
actually a pacifist. I don't even let my friends
kill spiders or any bug if I'm around them.

I had already experienced two off-seasons,
and I just wanted something more fulfilling
in life. I'm not at the stage in life for kids, so
raising a dog was my best option. To come
home and have that loyal companion means
everything to me.

Q. Do you let Gohan sleep on your bed?

A. I do not let him sleep in the bed with me,
but he does have his own bed that is very
comfortable.

Q. Any dog owner tip you'd like to share?

A. My number one tip would be to never
reward bad behavior. For example, Gohan
recently learned how to open his kennel and
initially I was proud of how intelligent he was.
Then I realized...I can't condone him getting
out whenever he pleases and doing what he

wants all over the house. So he was a little
confused when I began to reprimand him
for it.

Q. What makes you a good dog owner?

A. The only thing that matters as a dog owner
is that you love your dog unconditionally. I
feel that I am a good dog owner because I
truly love Gohan like he is my son, not my
dog. If you ask anyone close to me, they will
tell you I prioritize Gohan over anyone.

Q. Anything you let Gohan do that your

trainer would disapprove of?

A. I stick to the trainer's rules because I trust
that he knows what he's doing. He's a
professional dog trainer so he knows better
than I. If I were to give him tips on pass rushing,
I would hope he follows them.

Q. Have you always had dogs?

A. I had a family dog when I was younger, but
he was more of an outside dog. I've been
waiting for the opportunity to have my
own dog.

Myles Garrett may be known for sacking
quarterbacks and being an “athletic freak,” but
the native Texan has a soft side, which includes
a love for pooches and poetry.
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Q. Have you ever organized any doggie play

dates for your teammates and their dogs?

A. I haven't done a doggie play date for the
team, but they are always invited to my public
ones. I suppose a team doggie play date would
be nice, but I started the doggie play dates to
connect with the fans. (Myles set up a doggie
play date for fans and their dogs this
past spring at Canine Meadows in Kirtland,
and had another one set for July, but had to

cancel it due to hot weather.) It was way too
hot, and safety is always my first concern. I
definitely look forward to planning more
though.

Q. Does Gohan travel with you when you're

on the road?

A. I try to organize every trip with Gohan. I
have turned down quite a few trips because
I didn't want to leave him home -- even Game
6 of the NBA Finals.

Q. Do you have a favorite celebrity dog

owner?

A. I'm not the biggest “celebrity” guy, but I'd
love to connect with JuJu and his pup. (JuJu
is Pittsburgh Steelers wide receiver John
Sherman "JuJu" Smith-Schuster.)

Let's talk about you…

Q. What's the story behind your nickname,

Jurassic Myles on Twitter?

A. Jurassic Myles stems from my love and
passion for paleontology. I obviously love the
movie series Jurassic Park; that's what really
sparked my interest in dinosaurs as a kid. My

followers have appreciated my dedication to
paleontology/Jurassic Park, so I thought a
dinosaur-themed Twitter handle fit perfectly.

Q. Why do you like dinosaurs so much?

A. Paleontology is so interesting to me
because it's discovering a world that used to
be, piece by piece. There's this mystery in
every dig: no one knows what they will
uncover. The fact that there was an entirely
different world with a plethora of amazing
animals that we don't even know about is
fascinating to me. The movie Jurassic
Park/World could be possible in theory... so
who knows, maybe we can have pet raptors
in a couple of decades. Regardless, I'm just
mesmerized by the thought of discovering
more and writing about what used to be.

Q. When you're not playing football or

playing with Gohan, what do you like to do?

A. My favorite thing to do is write poetry. I feel
like I can express myself best through my
writing. I'm very much an introvert, so writing
is usually the best way for me to open up a
little. Other than writing, I enjoy drawing,

playing video games, listening to music and
driving. I'll get in my car, put on some music
and just drive. Another passion of mine is
basketball, but Freddie (Kitchen, Cleveland
Browns Coach) and my dad -- along with the
entire Dawgpound -- would rather see me
limit my physical activities to football.

Q. How do you like Cleveland?

A. I think Cleveland is a nice city, but I love my
Texas weather. The summer and fall are really
beautiful, but I'm still not used to these winters.
The people are what make the city great; they

truly love their sports teams. Since the day I
was drafted, I felt welcomed and loved. I think
we have the best fans in the world, so I love
being here with them. I try to connect and
relate with them as much as I can. I'm always
thinking of new ways to give back to the fans
and reciprocate the love they give me.

Q. Do you think Northeast Ohio is dog

friendly compared to other cities you've

visited?

A. Northeast Ohio is definitely one of the more
dog-friendly places I've visited. There are so
many dog parks, it's always difficult to find
the best one for my play dates. Patio season
is great because you can take your pup to
lunch with you.

Q. Are you excited for this year's Browns

season?

A.  I think (being) excited for this upcoming
season would be an understatement. The
team we have this season is ready to do great
things, and we are all hungry to exceed the
high expectations. I've never been more ready
for anything in my life. I've had two good
seasons, but I feel like I haven't quite played
at the level that I can, so I have a lot to prove
to myself. Every day I wake up and work to be
great. Not good. Great. The only person that
can stop me is myself, so I'm pushing my limits
every day.

You can follow Myles Garrett @flash_garrett on
Instagram and @MylesLGarrett on Twitter.
Follow the exploits of Gohan @gohan_garrett
on Instagram.
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Dog Daycare & Boarding

BarklynHts.com • 216.577.5960
247 Old Brookpark Rd. • Brooklyn Heights

Supervised play and socialization in a 6000 sq. foot indoor and 5000
sq. foot outdoor environment. Your dog can expect a day full of exercise
and attention, plus interaction with dogs of all ages, breeds and sizes.

Watch your dog
on our online

cameras!

Mention this ad for a FREE  evaluation!

NOW OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK, 6:30AM -9PM!

S AV E  T H E  D AT E
October 5, 2019 • 5pm -9:30pm

Bratenahl Village Park
411 Bratenahl Rd., Bratenahl, OH

A Benefit for the NEO SPCA

For more info, call
216.351.7387 or

216.249.4444

T H E  1 4 t h  A N N U A L

Traditional Clambake Fare
Soft Drinks & Beer (21+)

Musical Entertainment
Silent Auction

• Routine Wellness Exams & Vaccinations
• Minimally Invasive Laparoscopic Surgery
• Comprehensive Reproduction Services

Including Semen Storage & Neonatal Care
• Dentistry, Periodontics, Oral Surgery,

Orthodontics & Dental Implants

Fully Stafffed 24 hours/day for Emergency Care
22 Veterinarians to Serve Your Needs

Proud to Support Our Community for Over 40 Years.

• Digital X-ray and Ultrasound
• Rehabilitation Water Treadmill
• Orthopedic Surgery
• Laser Surgery
• Avian Hospital
• Alternative Medicine

36400 Center Ridge Rd. • North Ridgeville

440-327-8282
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SPORTS GEAR

No true Cleveland-loving dog can go through a Browns or Tribe
season without rocking some fan gear. Local online retailer PawKids

(pawkidsllc.com), who you can find at numerous local markets and
handcraft events, has a wide selection of  “no tie” local sports team
bandanas, as well as bow ties, in a range of styles to keep your dog
repping his team all season long.

Besides colorful foliage and cooler temps, the best thing about fall is dressing up your
dog. Although not all dogs need to wear sweaters or coats to stay warm, when there

are so many fun, fall fashion options, why wouldn’t you dress up your dog!

Now’s the time to start shopping, so here are some of the top fall
items for your dog (and you):

By Ann McDonald

MATCHING OUTFITS

Milo and Me in Lakewood offers fashion items for
you and your dog. Check out the store for matching
dog bandanas and human scarves, as well as
matching shirts for you and your dog. The store has
a wide range of options to keep you both looking
stylish this fall.

CUSTOM-FIT COATS

Finding the right fit for a dog coat can be a challenge. At
Grateful Dog Bakery in North Ridgeville, you can get
custom-made coats from Fargo Fleece. Just bring your
pooch into the store to get measured. Fargo Fleece also
has standard sizes available, and even makes sizes to
accommodate breeds that may not fit into standard sizes.

FUN, STATEMENT SHIRTS AND HOODIES

Moose and Lulu's, a Cleveland-based online retailer (mooseandlulus.com), recently
released a line of dog shirts and other apparel perfect for your dog's fall look. Its
line of dog clothes features button-down Hawaiian camp shirts, funny statement
shirts, as well as solid-colored dog tees.

Owner, Taylor Ruddy, recently expanded the online store with more than 150
products, and will be selling Halloween- and Christmas-themed clothing items
this fall and winter. You can also buy dog-themed apparel for yourself at Moose
and Lulu's. The CLE Paw Print hoodie and CLE Dog Mom hat are two great fall
wardrobe staples to show off your dog-lover side.

Doggie Fall Fashion
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BY AMANDA ROUSH, BELLA & MIA

from Dog Life in CLE

AROUND TOWN

Fall is my favorite time: apple
cider, sweater weather, leaves
changing colors and pumpkin
everything! This fall, treat your
dog to some fall festivities.
Walkabout Tremont occurs
the second Friday each month
with a different theme. The
event on October 11 from
5-10 p.m. has a Trick or Treat
theme; Arts & Eats. Enjoy
walking around the Tremont
neighborhood, get food and
drink specials, listen to live
music, shop from vendors and
participate in activities such
as pumpkin carving and
costume contests!

Head to doglifeincle.com for more recipes and to check out
dog-friendly places and events in the CLE!

Autumn is also a great time to make your dog treats. We make Apple Dog Treats
for Mia and Bella, and they absolutely love these! Pumpkin is also great for dogs
with upset stomachs, but make sure to buy 100% pure pumpkin, not pumpkin-
pie filling since it has added sugar and spices, which are not good for dogs. This
recipe makes a couple dozen treats, so share some with your doggie friends.

APPLE  DOG TREATS

This recipe is simple with only four ingredients:
  • 4 cups of oatmeal
  • 1 cup of 100% pure pumpkin
  • 1 medium apple
  • 1 egg

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Preheat oven to 400 degrees.
2. Put oatmeal in a food processor or blender
    to make a flour. Transfer to a mixing bowl.
3. Slice an apple, removing the core and seeds, and put into a food processor or
    blender. Transfer to the mixing bowl.
4. Add egg and pumpkin to bowl and combine.
5. Roll the dough out to desired thickness. Use a doggy bone cookie cutter to cut
    dough into shapes and transfer to baking sheets.
6. Bake for approximately 12-15 minutes or until golden and crispy. Allow to cool
    and then store in an airtight container for up to a week.

FETCH
A COPY
FETCH
A COPY
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The rescue organizations place hand-picked,
vetted dogs with inmate handlers to foster,
socialize and train them in obedience
commands, to facilitate quick adoptions. The
prisoners learn a new skillset and give back
to the community.

911 Dog Rescue, Inc./Amy's Adoptables has
an Inmate Rehabilitation Dog Training
Program at Conneaut's Lake Erie Correctional
Institute (LEC). This program is run by Amy
Beam, the rescue's CEO and president, along
with trainer and Club K9 of Wickliffe owner
Virginia Francis.

Friendship APL's program is called Luv-A-Pup
(LAP), and is led by Chief Humane Officer
Denise Willis and trainer Don Hitchens.
They've partnered with Lorain County's
Grafton Correctional Institution (GCI).

Lake Erie Correctional Institute

Inmate Rehabilitation Dog Training

Program

LEC contacted Beam to handle its prison
dog-training program about five years ago.
About 1,800 of the minimum/medium-
security, all-male inmates apply to be
handlers, but only 14 are selected, and only
after careful scrutiny by prison officers. Up
to seven dogs are schooled at a time, and
each is assigned a senior and junior handler.
The teams reside in one area of the facility.
Dogs trained at LEC are often pulled from
local shelters such as City Dogs Cleveland,
and have negligible issues, which sets teams
up for success.

Francis teaches the handlers to train their
dogs with positive reinforcement and verbal

correction, and they start simple. “The inmates
are told the first week is strictly to be used
for [building] trust, respect and bonding,”
Beam said. Housebreaking, leash training,
handfeeding, agility exercises and basics such
as sit, stay and come are added. Francis and
Beam visit at least bi-monthly to evaluate
progress and ensure the training is loving
and respectful. The short, 10-week program
is designed so dogs don't get too attached
to their handlers and vice versa.

Beam posts the participants' pictures and
personality info on the rescue's website to
boost applications -- this way she and her
small team of volunteers can screen and best

By Susan Spisak

Two area animal nonprofits, 911 Dog
Rescue, Inc. /Amy's Adoptables and
Friendship APL, have found that home-
grown, prison dog-training programs are
a win-win for the rescues and the prisoners.

Rosie, a 6-year-old Tree Walker Hound in
the LEC program.
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DOG GONE FUNNIES

By Bruce Robinson

match the pets to homes. When graduation
is pending, handlers are asked to write a note
about their canine trainees -- including good
and bad qualities -- so adopters have a
snapshot view of their new companions. In
five years, 246 onetime shelter dogs have
benefitted from the program and found
forever homes. And Beam said it's not just
the dogs who are benefitting -- handlers
develop a desire to pay it forward.

“We have guys that have been released from
the program and want to volunteer for the
program or adopt [a dog], and I have to tell
them, 'Give yourself a year to get on your
feet. If in a year you're on your feet and you've
got your life put back together, I'd love to
have you.'”

Luv-A-Pup Prison Dog-Training

Program at Lorain County's Grafton

Correctional Institution

GCI contacted Friendship APL about initiating
a training program in the late 90s, and the
powers to be at the now 62-year-old private,
nonprofit humane society and animal shelter
gave it a thumbs up. So LAP -- with Willis at
the helm -- officially kicked off in 2000, when
five dogs were placed at the
minimum/medium-security facility. It's been
successful; male, inmate handlers are now
schooling16 to 20 dogs at any given time.
Willis and Hitchens visit GCI weekly for
ongoing training and to monitor progress.

She laughed
when asked
how many
canines have
gone through
LAP… “Oh
my, hundreds.
I don't even
have a clue.”

Willis and
Hitchens not
only seek
advice from
Friendship
APL staffers
when
choosing
dogs for the
program, but
follow their

instincts when evaluating their shelter's
canines who'd benefit from human
interaction and training. Dogs ultimately
picked have minor issues.

Inmates must apply for the coveted handler
positions, and institution officials make their
decisions based on conduct and internal
criteria. In their three-month stay at GCI, dogs
live with their main and secondary handlers
in their rooms -- and for many of these
canines, this time may be the most attention
they've ever received.

In addition to spending many hours each
day working on obedience exercises, the
dogs' routines are akin to home life -- they're
fed, exercised and walked, and if they're dog-
friendly, there's an off-leash play area. A
groomer visits and teaches handlers how to
bathe and brush their dogs. Not only are the
dogs learning, but the handlers are obtaining
skills that can be used in the outside world.

The dogs positively affect their handlers, and
they also touch other inmates. The canines
bring interest and joy, and provide a
therapeutic, calming effect. Also stirring
empathy and compassion are the sick,
emaciated and/or abused Friendship APL
dogs that are sent to LAP for 24-hour care.
Once these animals recover, they also begin
their training journeys.

Willis and Hitchens stagger graduations --
usually two to four dogs at a time -- and each
receives a certificate of excellence in training.
Then they post when they'll return and be
available for adoption. “People look forward
to the obedience-trained dogs,” Willis said.

She's complimentary of GCI and the handlers.
“I love that program,” Willis said. “I look
forward to being there.” She added that LAP's
good for the handlers and their charges. “It's
their way of giving back and it's awesome
for the dogs.”

Proud LAP GCI -trained
Graduates Pork Chop, left,
and Kidd, with FAPL trainer
Don Hitchens. Both dogs
were adopted quickly.
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eans spent the beginning of his life outside tied to a pole in southern 
Ohio. Fortunately, Northeast Ohio SPCA stepped in to bring him up

north when he was about 7 months old.

His would-be adopters saw him online and knew instantly they had found
their “new, little bestie.” They couldn't wait to pick him up, and in fact, arrived
at Northeast Ohio SPCA an hour before it opened to make sure they were first
in line! Beans was affectionate, loving and happy to go home.

This scrawny, little guy had some issues, however. Beans was extremely anxious,
very jumpy at night and was skittish about eating. He had to be encouraged
to eat, nervously looking behind him, approaching food and water bowls
cautiously.

A loving family, patience, lots of love, good food and a warm bed helped
Beans blossom into a healthy and busy pup. He now resides on Cleveland's
westside and enjoys naps, belly rubs and tennis balls.

Sponsored by Guardian Alarm

to the

T R A I N I N G P E T  C A R Eand
1890 Mentor Ave., Painesville Twp. 8790 Munson Rd., Mentor

Group Classes & Private Lessons
Puppy Socialization

Obedience & Manners
Canine Good Citizen
Rally & Therapy Dog

Agility - All Levels

Boarding & Doggy Daycare
Cozy, Home-like Environment

All Suites Lodging
Staff Residence Onsite

Daycare Webcams
Play Areas for Large & Small Dogs

440-255-3500 •  W W W.DIGGING DOGS.BIZ
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